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Renewed Lighting Solutions will service the U.A.E. region with its strategically located 
offices in Dubai, U.A.E.  
 
Considered by experts as the world's finest, most affordable reliable magnetic energizer that 
easily is installed on any engine, furnace, heater or boiler fuel lines and guarantees to save 
fuel, boost power and reduce emissions, it also has applications in controlling scale in water 
and reduces chemical treatment in pools, spas, and industrial water and fluid treatment -  
 
Magnetizer's newest patent is to magnetize refrigeration and air conditioning mixtures. 
University and field testing have clearly demonstrated a savings in energy consumption while 
extending the life of the equipment and expanding its capacity with a more efficient transfer 
of heat.  

'The Board of Directors of Magnetizer have chosen very carefully and are very pleased to 
have the formidable reliability of Mohammed Al Quraishi, CEO and Owner of Renewed 
Lighting Solutions and of Shatalat Irrigation Services as our representatives in the U.A.E. 
Their operations and distribution channels have high merit which compliments our lines of 
consumer and industrial products and shall ensure proper implementation' 

 
states Garrett Shivo, CEO, Magnetizer Industrial Technologies, Inc.  
 
The Magnetizer energizes and polarizes random & clustered fuel molecules changing their 
electron spin and isomeric hydrogen parahydrogen form to orthohydrogen, giving them an 
extremely strong positive charge, which organizes their molecular structure - thus ionically 
attracting oxygen atoms to the hydrocarbon molecule (creating better oxygen bonding and 
better fuel oxidation) in the combustion chamber of engines, furnaces, heaters, etc., which 
results in a highly oxygenated hydrocarbon molecule and more complete fuel burning, & as a 
result: increased combustion efficiency, better performance, cleaner internal engine / furnace / 
heater parts, and reduced (up to 99%) toxic emissions of carbon monoxide (CO), 
hydrocarbons (HC) & nitrogen oxides (NOx).  
 
By the same principle the Magnetizer energizes and organizes random & clustered water 
molecules by applying to them the strongest possible magnetic charge, greater than that of the 
minerals and the plumbing, thus lowering water surface tension, stabilizing (neutralizing) pH 
& creating soft water behavior. The magnetizer's unique 'monopole' technology dissolves 
normally insoluble scale (CaCO3), magnesium and other hardness related mineral buildup in 
pipes - from their stronger, crystal, calcite form to a weaker, softer and slushy, crystalline, 
aragonite solution which evacuates by itself with water flow in an open system, or can be 
drained, flushed out or mechanically purged in the closed water circulation as an easily 
removable slush.  
 
Not only does Magnetizer clean pipes, but also protects them against this harmful scale 
condition and electrolytic corrosion. It helps to reduce use of chemicals and kills algae and 
bacteria - yielding lifetime benefits of naturally conditioned, more oxygenated, salt-free, 
healthier, softer, full of minerals and better tasting water.  



 
'We are pleased to bring this brilliant technology 'Magnetizer' to the U.A.E., this patented 
state-of-the-art design and exceptionally easy to install product would be most beneficial to 
the residential, commercial and the industrial sector,' states Mr. Mohammed Al Quraishi, 
CEO & Owner of Shatalat Irrigation Services and Renewed Lighting Solutions.  
 
The Magnetizer has been installed at major government facilities in the U.S.A., International 
commercial and industrial facilities (hotels, agriculture, and oil industry) and for private 
homes. 
 
(AME Info) 


